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About This Game

Heart of the Woods is a fantasy yuri visual novel about paranormal investigation, ancient mysteries, and a love between two girls
that transcends life and death.

Maddie Raines has had enough. After years of serving as manager, editor, and general business-handler for her best friend
Tara's popular paranormal vlog channel, she's finally ready to move forward with her own life. But when she agrees to take one

last trip with Tara to the mysterious village of Eysenfeld, she's suddenly swept up in a dangerous supernatural crisis that will
change the course of both of their lives forever. A strange young woman named Morgan has promised them undeniable proof of

real paranormal phenomena, and what she has to offer eclipses anything they’d ever seen before.

However, out of all the strange occurrences the three of them bear witness to, one in particular captivates Maddie in a way she’s
never been before: the ghost of a young woman. This woman is Abigail, the victim of a centuries-old injustice now bound

eternally to the forest surrounding Eysenfeld. Drawn to Maddie in a way she can’t explain, Abigail reveals herself to another
person for the first time in more than 200 years.
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While Tara and Morgan investigate the mysteries surrounding the village itself, Maddie begins to form a bond with Abigail that
grows to be more intense than any bond she’s felt before. As she learns the truth about Abigail’s death and imprisonment, she
realizes that it falls to her and her friends to break the curse that has ruled over Eysenfeld for centuries. But more importantly

than that, it falls to her to finally free the woman she loves.

A part-time manager, part time video editor, and full-time babysitter, Maddie has the thankless job of handling the absolute
whirlwind that is her best friend.

She’s professional, meticulous and intellectual; the first person to turn to when a problem needs solving. But when their
investigation entangles her in an ancient curse, she's forced to confront phenomena beyond her comprehension, and more

importantly, her own self doubt.
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For the last two centuries, the ghost of a young woman has haunted the forests of Eysenfeld. That ghost is Abigail, a kind and
playful soul forcibly bound to the forest as part of an ancient curse.

Two hundred years of wishing for a life cruelly denied to her have led to a feeling of crushing loneliness and one overwhelming
desire: to finally have someone to talk to.

One of the world’s most popular paranormal vloggers (according to her), Tara is unfailingly charismatic and bursting with
limitless energy. She’s brash, intrepid, and always seeking something new. That often makes her a magnet for trouble: whether
it’s from relentless flirting, minor criminal activities or just plain pig-headedness, things around Tara have a tendency to end in

chaos.
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A loyal Taranormal viewer and the daughter of Eysenfeld’s mayor, Morgan is...different. When not running her small and
mostly empty antique shop, she’s known to disappear into the woods for days at a time. That, combined with her resistance to

traditional social standards, has caused her to develop a bit of a notorious reputation in the village.

However, this resistance is not just an act of rebellion: Morgan knows that there’s something sinister deep within Eysenfeld, and
she’s not going to stop until she tears it out at the roots.

-Incredible character and CG art from Rosuuri
-Fully original backgrounds and soundtrack

-Approximately 130,000 words with multiple endings
-Ending theme from In Love With A Ghost

-Multiple accessibility options
-Steam trading cards

-Extra features including a music room, CG viewer, and guest art gallery
-At least one really, really gay ghost
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definitely not worth 5 bucks when you look at it today. Consider buying the Popcap Comlete Pack instead.. All i can say is wow
give me more more more now now now!!!! I originally purchased this game for oculus home and was absolutely blown away by
the 3 release tables which were honestly probably 3 of my least favorite pinfx2 tables, VR is amazing tho and so i gave them a
chance and they quickly became 3 of my favorites, same with the season 1 dlc, I love the iron and steel pack but wasnt much of
a fan of the other 3, but now both biolab and alien invasion are amongst my favs, paranormal is so-so imo but whatever its also
alot of fun, at first like many other people i assumed this to be a way to get people to repurchase tables for 2x the price but soon
after playing i found myself willing to buy every single pinfx2 table released in VR, and just when i thought it was already top
notch it got released here on steam and there is a slew of improvements in the visual quality and i can now run the game at its
highest resolution at 90 fps with 8x AA which was impossible for me when running the game on oculus home, this game is a
huge win for virtual pinball, zaccaria has also done a great job with their vr support!!

What gives farsight studios??? TPA was first to announce oculus support almost a year ago, now here we are Zen Studios has
done an outstanding job as has magic pixel with with the zaccaria VR support!! and still TPA has NOTHING but a bad mockery
of the potential VR has, looks like TPA drained the ball on this one, hopefully you guys get something done over there because
the ps4 stern app plays like a crappy android port and as one of your biggest fans i cant imagine anyone else is exactly happy
with your lackluster efforts, VR should have been top priority if you guys were actually going to be true to your mission
statement!. Completely uninteresting. Somehow there is absolutely zero interest in this game to beat your own scores. You play
a game mode once and you are pretty much done.. This is a copy of my review for the original game. Most of my time is
going into that one. For now.

There are few things new buyers should be aware of:

1. This game is not in any shape or form similar to Transport Tycoon. You won't be optimizing routes, building long-lasting
production chains, planning complex routes for dozens upon dozens vehicles, etc, etc. Instead you will be managing up to 15
not-so-smart trucks making sure they can fulfill demands of each and every town you find. Which can get a bit hectic.

2. This game is for patient people. You probably won't experience the real difficulty it can throw at you for a while (and by
that I mean many hours of preparation and unlocking every tool the game can offer you)

3. Many reviews mention "having to overcome UI", well, it got much better. And it keeps improving. In all honesty, being late to
the party, I haven't had much trouble with figuring it out.

4. This is not an achievement spam game. Each and any of the achievements require work. Sure, some are extremely easy, but
some others are very hard.
As for the game itself, it's the most addicting purchase I made in years. After playing for few hours I just bought everything
that was available at the moment, because I knew I'll play it eventually. It might not be for everyone, probably far from it,
but it's a great game if you can see its charm.. Get this if you want feels.. its cool but you expet more
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Simply put, Space Cat is a fun and challenging NES-inspired, Arcade-Style platformer. It's filled with variety, charm, and
challenge all mixed together just right. The soundtrack is also stellar and definitely worth buying on Bandcamp. One thing I
personally had trouble with was the controls, but I gradually got used to them. With a new update having just recently launched,
adding a bunch of new, quality, content, I'd say now is better than ever to pick up this game, especially for $5.. This is...
surprisingly not bad. There's some UI work that needs cleaning up for feel, but it's really quite reasonable. I wanted the steam
cards (which, problematically, have not been appearing in my inventory, but steam community seems borked so I'll give it a
day), but tried it out a bit. In terms of play, I found it more enjoyable than hearthstone.

There are a lot of game play decisions that I'd suggest to make it more the way I want, but that's just because I want something a
little different. Objectively, what was produced in terms of gameplay is surprisingly good.

The interface is where I'd actually expect the developers to focus. You need a card-o-pedia to detail game rules, cards and
possibly context. The mechanism for identifying remaining mana can seem opaque with multiple numbers, minuses and the
mana potions. The help-mode is super irritating because it blocks view, but not event propogation till you remember to dismiss
it... tool-top equivalent on-hover would be preferred, but I get that you have a lot of quite clear info to convey, so maybe a
question mark "help" icon in the upper right of each card that pulled up that help interface for the specifica card, and clicking
anywhere would dismiss that. The AI for single-player is pathetic (but no more so than any other card-playing AI I've come
across in recent history).

But for all that, you should probably consider buying this even if you don't care about the steam trading cards. Sure, it'd be nice
if the graphics were slicked up too, but who cares? The games a solid 9\/10 for quality of play, though you're gonna be sad if
you can't find friends to play it against.. Escape Bloody Mary is short, but it's also priced pretty cheap. I have to give it credit for
being the first escape game I've played in VR that looked like it had a budget, and didn't constantly leave me wondering if I was
just logically stumped or if I was missing something important because of a fault lighting system. It isn't full of jump scares like
most VR horror games, but still keeps things tense and constantly throws new entrances for Mary at you for you to deal in pretty
interesting ways. The way it uses mirror effects is pretty creative, and the gameplay is pretty unique for the horror-escape-room
genre in that instead of making you dread picking up every object in case a skeleton's going to pop out when you do, it
encourages you to always move forward to try and stop Mary. If $3 is too much for a game you'll probably play once for 20
minutes tops then you might want to avoid it, but otherwise it's a pretty fun game for Halloween.. This is how it is done. No loot
boxes. Game is awesome. Support the developers.. doesnt work, dont buy
At first it worked perfectly, fit my screen normally and ran at 30FPS, but then the next time i played it it didnt fit my screen, i
couldnt fix it and would only run at 1-2 FPS. I dont know if i messed up some settings but i dont think i changed anything. (this
could be my fault completey though)
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